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Airborac Gsa Mo.itoring Etra.seat: 
• Quadnipoic Mani Spedronicter RGA 200 from SRS 
• Mass Range 1-200 Da 
• Pothblz 92,000 cia3 (5,640 in3); 84 lb 
- On-boani gas botilci for on-site calibration 
- Capable of monitoring and qian1ifying up to 
16 gases aimnitaneonaly. 
• Power Efficinnt 350W steady stale 
• Ibigged 40 to -65°C; 760 to 50 tori; altitude of 41,000 
• Antononious Operation 
• Operate in Other Vdiucleu (Operale on Battery 
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Volcano Flight Results 
The in-situ gas data in this work, consisting of liehum, carbon dioxide, 
sulfur dioxide and acetone, was acquired in conjunetion of GPS data 
which was plotted with the ground iinsgery, topography and remote 
sensing data collected by the other in.slrimuents, allowing the 3 
dimonsional visiadization of the volcanic plame and the mapping of 
gas conceiifration at the crater. The modeling of possible sceanrios of 
volcanic activity and its direct impact on urban arena is iw possible 
with the combined set of data. 
• The gas coacentiaiion data collected with AVEMS during the 
diflèrcnt flights, contains geographical location athibnte (Latitude, 
Longitude, Altitude), obtained a.sing a GPS. These data is the anon 
input to locate spatially the inkirniation. 
• Iii order to model the plume location, which is t necessazy visible to 
the human eye and poorly represented if it is plotted in two 
dimensions, digital elevation data obtained by other sensors during the 
CARTA 2005 campaign, topographic data generated by the Shuttle 
Radar Topographic Mapping (RTM) Mission and i-eniate sensing 
data from the LANDSAT satellite (both geo-refei-eneed) are 
n11	 combined to produce a 3D ground model and overlaid with the gas 
I ' coneenfration data. En this way, characteristics related to the flight path 
4 . direction and position of the volcanic plume are visible in tl 3D 
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-	 Future Work 
• AVEMS demostrated its usefiñness in aerial phime 
Volcano)
 presently the most active Costa Use newfimpro'ved mass analyzer 
• Several 3D gas concentration visualization were obtained 
for several gases. These 3D maps now serves to model • Use rnalkt'1ighter valve skontrollers 
plume direction and vaz ability to predict posible impact °' 
urban area and crops in the area closer to the volcano, as • Improve autonomos operation 
well as it is used as a guide for aircraft operation near the 
volcano. • Improve flight trajeetories 
• Other applications of AVEMS demonstrated during the 
CARTA
- 
• hwestitgate pre-concentration tehques 2005 campaign included ground furnarole 
emission analysis. Also, the concentration of carbon S J[nconpo:rate an iimproved GPS dioxide around urban areas was measured spatially 
• nmltiple times to provide temporal information as well 
Unit very veiratik: fly, band-carry, drive •1 
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